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Score
Course Title/Subject
Teacher's Name

Private & Confidential

50%

Failed items

Complete

4

Actions

0
Introduction to Safety
Mx. Teacher Name

1/4

Failed Items

4 failed

Failed Items
Feedback Form
Was it easy to join the online class?

No

It took forever for the online class page to load.

Photo 1

Feedback Form
Were there no technical issues that delayed the start of the online class (or
which took up the first few minutes)?

No

Teacher's presentation wouldn't display on screen.
Feedback Form
Were you able to hear what the teacher was saying? Was the audio loud
enough, clear, and uninterrupted?

No

Teacher's voice was garbled (they taught me this word haha)
Feedback Form
If there was a visual presentation, were you able to see what was on the
screen (text, diagrams, images, etc.)?

Private & Confidential

No
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Feedback Form

4 failed, 50%

Feedback Form
- 50%
Was it easy to join the online class?

No

It took forever for the online class page to load.

Photo 1

Did the online class start on time?
Were there no technical issues that delayed the start of the online class (or
which took up the first few minutes)?

Yes

No

Teacher's presentation wouldn't display on screen.
If you were late to join the online class due to poor, erratic, or weak
internet connection, did your teacher display understanding and empathy

N/A

regarding your situation?
I somehow made it on time, even though it took me forever to join the video call.
Was the teacher able to effectively manage the behavior of your fellow
classmates during the online class?
Were you able to hear what the teacher was saying? Was the audio loud
enough, clear, and uninterrupted?

Yes

No

Teacher's voice was garbled (they taught me this word haha)
If there was a visual presentation, were you able to see what was on the
screen (text, diagrams, images, etc.)?

No

Do you think the online class was as effective as an in-person class?

Yes

It just had some technical issues. But other than that, it was fine.
Was the online class worthwhile?

Yes

Suggestions/comments:
Maybe get a headset so that the audio doesn't sound weird?
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